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Abstract: Biomimicry is a field of research that uses the functional and structural components of
nature, at macroscopic and microscopic scales, to inspire solutions to problems in our industrial world.
Soft robotics is an area of research that uses biomimicry, in this case, mimicking skeletal muscles
(referred to in this field as “muscle-mimicking actuators”, to perform task of high difficulty, that
can be operated in a harmlessly in different environments. One of the most recent advancements to
develop from this field is the “Hydraulically amplified self-healing electrostatics (HASEL) actuator”.
However, this method also brings many of the issues associated with the geometry of its design,
especially with respect to the efficiency of the system. Though this system mimics the functionality
of the skeletal muscle, there is room to adjust the existing electrostatic mechanisms, that distribute
the locally produced force, to mimic the structure of the mechanism that distributes the force to the
skeletal muscular, which is also locally produced. In this paper, we show that the current electrostatic
parallel electrodes, as well as the zipping mechanisms, can be replaced with the sliding mechanism.
This eliminates issues associated with compartmentalizing of the primary electrostatic force and the
secondary hydraulic forces leading to a more efficient and controlled transmission electrostatic and
hydrostatic forces to the load compared to current iterations and their geometric components.
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1. Introduction
Though in its relative infancy, HASEL (Hydraulically amplified self-healing electrostatics) actuators have overcome many of the challenges in the field of soft robotics, coupling
hydraulic, and electrostatic forces, which are the driving forces for two existing methods of
soft actuation, fluidic actuator and dielectric elastomer actuators (DEA), respectively [1–6],
getting us one step closer to seeing soft robotics implemented into robotics on a worldwide
scale. This is important because advancements towards soft robotics, mimicking organic
life, means that machines can become less dangers to the wider community. In addition, it
allows more people, no matter what experience level, to have an intuition for robotics as it
begins to reflect our biological systems. Publications on HASEL actuators have shown that
they not only exceed the performance of existing soft actuators, but they also theoretically
have the potential to exceed the performances of a skeletal muscular system, in some
respects [3].
However, current designs iterations seem to be simply repeating the same geometric
structures restricting the advancements in the efficiency of designs to the limitations of
the structure. There are currently only two mechanisms that drive the design of the
field HASEL actuators, the parallel plate mechanism and the zipping mechanism. These
mechanisms have not been updated since pioneer publications [1,2]. Though there are
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many designs and iterations that have been published, they all have the same issue of
electrode length ‘electrode coverage’, fluid mechanics of an enclosed surface by using
integrated geometries, and the coupling of primary electrostatic and secondary hydraulic
force-strain. Advancements in this field require research into new mechanisms that allow
us to change the geometry of the design structure and leverage electrohydraulic principles.
The first mechanism given in the publications is the parallel plate actuator [7], used in
the donut and planar HASEL actuators (Figure 1) [1]. These were first made with an elastic
member for the pouch where the fluid is located, which stretched as the actuator was under
strain, increasing the size of the electrode and thus increasing the force (see Figure 1b).
The donut HASEL actuator measures its strain from the displacement of the top of the
pouch the voltage was applied, which, as the actuator is quite thin when it is lying flat, can
give high values of strain though only reflection a small displacement. For example, with
5 donut actuators stacked on top of each other, a strain of 37% was achieved, but there was
only 7 mm of displacement under no load (Figure 1c) [1]; they also require voltages of 8 kV
to 15 kV [1], and there is also a diminishing return the more actuators are stacked [4]. The
planar measures its strain by the displacement of the end points as it expands with the
elastic structure. This type of actuator requires a load attached to pre-stretched actuator
before an effective strain can be applied.

Figure 1. (a) The design for the donut actuator; (b) the design for the stretchable planar [1] HASEL (Hydraulically amplified
self-healing electrostatics) actuator; (c) the strain achieved by 5 donut HASEL actuators stacked on top of each other.
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The second mechanism, well-known in the field of MEMS (micro-electromechanical
system), is called the electrostatic zipping mechanism (Mitchell et al., 2019), and it isused
in the peano HASEL (Figure 2) [2–5], the dimpled and quadrant HASEL (Figure 3) [4], and,
finally, the most recent ‘high-strain’ peano (Figure 4) [6]. The advantage of the zipping
mechanism is that there is a region where the electrodes are very close together, creating a
higher electric field potential, thus lowering the voltage required to create enough force for
‘zipping’ the rest of the pouch to the high electric field potential region [2], explained with
more detail in the ‘tangential and normal force analysis’ section below. With these later
designs, a thermoplastic was used for the pouches that are flexible and do not stretch [2].
The peano HASEL actuator has the load attached to the end of the pouch, producing a
strain which is reflective of a much higher displacement, as the initial length is much larger.
The peano actuator could, with a 20 g load attached, achieve a strain of 10% at 10 kV with
a displacement of just under 6 mm with three actuators in a series and a maximum strain
of 15% [2]. The dimpled and the quadrant HASEL actuators are the same as the donut
actuator but are sealed in the center of the pouch (with the dimple design) or where the
cross-section is sealed in quarters (with the quadrant design), creating a high electric field
potential when the voltage is applied. These produce strains, respectively, of 11% and 2%
at 4 kV and 56% and 41% at 10 kV under a 500 g load. One of the latest iterations of the
zipping mechanism is the high strain peano actuator attaches the load to the side of the
pouch where the ‘electrode coverage’ does not obstruct the maximum strain of the actuator,
which is explained in the ‘electrode coverage’ section. This produces a strain of 17% at
10 kV and a load of 20 g with 12 unit in a series, with a maximum strain of 24%. Though,
with all these designs, gradual incremental improvements on the strain of the zipping
mechanism the designs are limited by the constrains that will be discussed in this paper,
associated with the normal force versus the tangential forces and the compartmentalizing
of hydrostatic and electrostatic due to the electrodes being external to the pouch.

Figure 2. (Above) The design for the peano HASEL actuator with the zip mechanism [2].
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Figure 3. (Above) The design and operation of (a) the dimple and (b) quadrant mechanism with the
zip mechanism [4].

Figure 4. (Above) The high strain peano actuator from rest state to free strain condition [6].
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The solution this paper proposes is a new electrostatic mechanism that mimics the
mechanism and structure of the ‘filaments’ of a ‘sarcomere’. The sarcomere is described as a
“chain of tiny contractile units” (with “myofibrils” being the name for one strand of “units”)
beneath a sarcolemma, known as the “muscle husk”, around a muscle fiber (Figure 5) [8].
The theory of mechanism behind these “contractile units” is called “sliding filament theory”,
which essentially consist of an attracting force between thick and thin filaments allowing
for muscle contraction along the myofibril. This ‘sliding mechanism’ operates much like
another MEMS known as a “combo drive actuator” mechanism (Figure 6) [7]. The comb
drive has been demonstrated to have a strain of 31% where the displacement was 25 µm,
which is the larger than of the designs that use contracting strain to displace their load. As
well as this, if the normal forces can be stabilized, the comb drive can theoretically strain
even higher [9]. In addition, since the scale and, thus, the gap between the electrodes have
massively reduced at this scale, the voltage required is only 50 V, which would need to
increase as our gap increases [7]. With this mechanism, we can take a different approach
to the current unintegrated (compartmentalized) electrohydraulic design and present an
integrated electrohydraulic internal design that deals with the statement above, namely
‘electrode coverage’, fluid mechanics of an enclosed surface by using integrated geometries,
and the coupling of primary electrostatic and secondary hydraulic force-strain.

Figure 5. This is a view of a muscle fiber under various orders of magnification [10].
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Figure 6. Depiction of the comb drive actuator where the movable electrode moves towards fixed
electrode under voltage, shown in red.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Theory
Coupling electrohydraulic principles is the main advantage of the HASEL actuator
over other types of soft robotics [1–4] allowing us to “generate hydraulic pressure locally
via electrostatic forces” [1]. Poor coupling of hydraulic and electrostatic forces in current
designs reduce the efficiency of the HASEL actuators. A major cause of this issue is that
their geometry is compartmentalizing because of how the mechanisms are implemented
(Figure 7), thus weakening the net field density generated between electrodes and the
coupling of primary and secondary force-strain characteristics.

Figure 7. Cross-section view of the compartmentalized geometry at rest (see top row) and under
free strain conditions showing primary electrostatic site and secondary hydraulic site for the parallel
plate mechanism and the zipping mechanism, as well as showing the integrated geometries ‘electrohydraulic’ site associated with the sliding mechanism. We can also see the difference in displacement
‘x’ across all three geometries.

When we look at all the designs of the actuators (Figures 1–5) under “free strain”,
which is the maximum strain the actuator can achieve under no load conditions [3,4], we
can observe that the electrostatics and hydraulic forces have been compartmentalized into
two separate geometrical sites, which are identical in geometry, for both the parallel plate
and the zip mechanism (Figure 7); thus, it can be named the unintegrated electrohydraulic
design. The sliding mechanism under free strain integrates these sites together into one
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geometry, which we can call the integrated electrohydraulic design. This geometric integration allows us to leverage principles of electrohydraulic coupling to maximum performance
produced by our designs, resolving issues associated with electrode coverage, hindering
electrostatic performance, and fluid mechanics, hindering hydraulic performance, which
restricts the listed designs.
2.1.1. Electrode Coverage
“Electrode coverage”, denoted as f e , is a value that tells us the portion of the pouch that
the electrode covers and is, therefore, dimensionless. Electrode coverage is an important
part of the study of HASEL actuator as the more area the electrodes can cover the more
force, we are able to apply to the load. Electrode coverage is equated as follows:
fe =

Le
(no units),
Lp

(1)

where L p is the total arc length of the dielectric shell, and Le is the portion of the shell
covered by the electrode (Figure 8) [3,5]. The as Le only covers a portion of Lp the range of
electrode coverage is between 0 < f e < 1.

Figure 8. (Above) [3] (a) Depiction of the electrode coverage for the peano HASEL design with the
zip mechanism. (b) Depiction of the electrode coverage of the sliding mechanism.

For the zip mechanism, it has been found that there is a linear decrease in free strain
percentage e f , with respect to an increase in electrode coverage values above a value of
0.2 (Figure 9) [2,3,5]. The “blocking force” FB , the force or load required to push or pull
the actuator to its initial strain condition under excitation, increases exponential with
respect to an increase in electrode coverage (Figure 9), though the strain becomes more and
more diminished. We can assume that the characteristics of the curve in Figure 9 will be
the same for the parallel plate mechanism as the free strain geometry is identical to the
compartmentalized zip mechanism shown in Figure 7.
The sliding mechanism avoids this issue entirely as it has integrated electrohydraulic
geometry as defined above. With this, we can assume that the electrode length is always
equal to the pouch length (Figure 8); thus, the electrode coverage is always equal to 1
(Equation (1)), making it constant. Therefore, this allows us to maintain an undiminished
strain (Figure 10).
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Figure 9. (Above) [3] Graphical depiction of the decay of the free strain ‘f ’ ( the blue line) and
growth of the blocking force ‘FB ’ ( the red line) as electrode coverage ‘fe ’ is increased for the peano
HASEL actuator.

Figure 10. (a) Depiction of the electrode coverage of the unintegrated electrohydraulic coupling with
the zip mechanism and parallel plate mechanism geometries (b) and the integrated electrohydraulic
coupling, like the slide mechanism geometry.

2.1.2. Fluid Mechanics
In an enclosed volume of fluid, the pressure is assumed to be equal over all surfaces [11]. This means that, assuming the surface structure has equal stiffness throughout
the geometry of the surface, the geometry will tend towards a sphere. Taking the crosssectional area of the sphere, we can assume that geometry will tend towards a circle.
Therefore, with this assumption, and assuming that the surface is non-stretchable [1,2,4]
no matter how much hydraulic pressure transmits into a volume, the geometry will not
exceed the sphere. Thus, with a bounded area, electrostatic pressure increase can only
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increase the applied force, leaving strain constant. Under ideal conditions, we can also
assume that the theoretical maximum of the initial pouch length, Lo , is equal to half the
circumference of this circle, and the diameter is the maximum free strain e f of this pouch
(Figure 11) [3], by which we obtain
Lo =

π×L
.
2

(2)

Figure 11. (a) The maximum theoretical secondary hydraulic transmission of the zip mechanism as depicted by the peano
actuator design and (b) the maximum theoretical secondary hydraulic transmission of the sliding mechanism.

Solving for diameter L, we get, which will be the maximum free strain (Figure 11),
L=

2
Lo = 0.636Lo .
π

(3)

Thus, the maximum theoretical strain of this geometry is
ef =

0.636Lo − Lo
× 100 = 36.4%.
Lo

(4)

With the sliding mechanisms integrated design, we can leverage the principles of
electrostatic tangential forces [7] to the hydraulic transmission, allowing us to further
contract the enclosed area into an elliptical geometry (Figure 11). Assume that theoretical
maximum of the initial pouch length Lo is equal to half Lo of this circle, and the diameter is
the maximum free strain e f of this pouch (Figure 11).
Ls =

1
Lo = 0.5Lo .
2

(5)

Thus, the maximum theoretical strain of this geometry is
ef =

0.5Lo − Lo
× 100 = 50%.
Lo

(6)

2.1.3. Primary and Secondary Force-Strain (Expansion and Contraction)
HASEL actuators “generate hydraulic pressure locally via electrostatic forces” [1].
Therefore, we can derive two categories of force with the electrostatic pressure as the
primary action and the hydraulic pressure to be the secondary action, which is assumed to
be linked to the force-strain characteristics (Figure 12). If we observe the primary force–
strain, assumed that it is normal to the electric field [7], and the secondary force-strain, we
can see that their trajectories are either going towards the actuator, causing a contraction,
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or away from the actuator, causing an expansion, allowing us to attach a load that we can
pull or push, respectively.

Figure 12. Cross-sectional view of HASEL actuators under no strain or at rest (see top row) and their “free strain” contraction
and expansions due to primary electrostatic force-strain (Fp and e p ) generation and secondary hydraulic force-strain (Fs and
es ) transmission for each mechanism as follows (a) the parallel plate mechanism, (b) the zipping mehcanism, and (c) the
sliding mechanism.

When we track the expansions and contractions of the actuator for the zipping mechanism (Figure 12b) and the parallel plate mechanism (Figure 12a), we can see that the
primary force strain is distributed equally throughout the hydraulic site, as discussed
previously, thus producing an uncoupled force that is perpendicular to the force-strain
applied to the load. On the other hand, the sliding mechanism (Figure 12c) incorporates
the principle of the “tangential” electrostatic forces, producing a force-strain that is perpendicular to the electric field [7], which are assumed to be negligible in zip and parallel
plate mechanisms figure. With this, we can observe that perpendicular force-strain actions,
coupled in between the primary electrostatic input and the secondary output, allow us to
transmit our force-strain action directly to the load as all the primary and secondary forces
are coupled.
2.2. Experiment Conditions
For the experimental conditions of our FEM model (finite element method), the
geometric parameters for the 2D HASEL actuators will be the same for the zipping and
sliding mechanism design, with the only exception being the electrode coverage. The
geometric component refers to the structure of the actuator, in our case being made of
BOPP (Biaxially Oriented Polypropylene) film exterior, which we will call the pouch. To
create the geometry of the HASEL, we can join two arc segments of a circle, as shown in
Figure 13. The parameters of these symmetrical arc segments are the radius (ro ), arc length
(LP ), and the angle of arc angle (αo ) seen in Figure 13a, as well as the width of the pouch
creating the third dimension of the pouch (w) (Figure 13b). As well, we need to consider
the thickness of the pouch (t) as that will determine the final gap between the electrodes.
These parameters were chosen to give us the maximum strain f , which is known to be at
an electrode coverage of Le = 0.2 [3], as seen Figure 9, and knowing that, once fully zipped,
the theoretical maximum strain of rest of the pouch that is unzipped will create a circle
geometry, as seen in Figure 11a. With Le = 0.2 and assuming w = 100 mm, LP = 25 mm, and
t = 2 µm, we can calculate the other parameter to be as shown in Table 1.
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Figure 13. (a) A representation of the HASEL actuators arc segment radius (ro ), arc segment length (Lp ), arc segment angle
(αo ), and the electrode coverage (Le ). (b) A representation of the HASEL actuators0 width (w) and arc segment length
(Lp ) [3].
Table 1. Geometric parameters.
Parameter

Value

Arc length, LP
Arc radius, ro
Arc angle, αo
Electrode coverage, Le (zip geometry)
Electrode coverage, Le (sliding geometry)
Width, w
Film thickness, t

25 mm
18.7 mm
76.5928 degrees
0.2
0.6
100 mm
2 µm

The other conditions we needed to consider were the properties of the material to
be used in FEM analysis. The two materials used for our experiment were the pouch
material—in our case, we will be using BOPP—, and the dielectric fluid enclosed in the
pouch—in our case, being mineral oil. For the pouch material, BOPP, we needed to consider
stiffness (E) and density (ρ) as shown in Table 2 [12] With the dielectric material, mineral oil,
we needed to know the relative permittivity (εr ), as shown in Table 2. Finally, we needed
to know the voltage (V) to be applied across the electrodes.
Table 2. Material parameters.
Parameter

Value

Young’s Modulus, E (BOPP)
Density, ρ (BOPP)
Relative Permittivity, εr (Mineral Oil)
Voltage Potential, V

2500 MPa
0.9 g/cm3
2.1
8000 V

In order to calculate the strain for our FEM model, we also had to know the initial
height (yo ) and initial chord length (xo ) of our geometry, which was calculated as follows

αo 
yo = 2 × ro − ro cos( ) .
(7)
2
And
xo = 2 × sin(

αo
).
2

(8)
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Substituting the parameters from Table 1, we got yo = 8.048 mm and xo = 23.178 mm,
though the FEM model has been set to the micrometer scale; thus, we will be using
yo = 8048 m and xo = 23,178 m in analysis.
2.3. Characterization Methods
For the method, we performed a FEM analysis to compare the zipping mechanism
and the sliding mechanism using ANSYS APDL Mechanical modeling software. We
created a 2D model to perform our strain analysis. To model the structural elements of
the actuator, the pouch geometry, we used BEAM189 elements [13], depicted in Figure 14.
The BEAM189 element is a one-dimensional element with three nodes designed for thin
structures in a three-dimensional plane, where the third dimensional was constrained with
boundary conditions for our 2D analysis. For the Hydraulic fluid inside the pouch, we
used HSFLD241 elements (Figure 15) which model fluid inside fully enclosed vessel, which
is the characteristic of the dielectric fluid in the pouch [13]. As this is a hydrostatic element,
the pressure is equally distributed throughout the enclosed vessel (as discussed in the fluid
mechanics section above), and the geometry consists of 2 nodes shared with the BEAM189
element that enclose it and a single pressure node with which all of the elements refer to.
Finally, in order to model the electrostatic component of our structure, we used TRANS126
elements (Figure 16), which are transducer elements that directly couple electrostatic forces
and displacement with respect to ‘capacitance versus stoke’ data given to the model [13].
Modeling with TRANS126 element is very simple for the sliding mechanism where the
capacitance between electrodes was represented by one element since the distance between
the electrodes is constant. However, the zipping mechanism has a capacitance that varies
across the whole electrode as the gap between electrodes increases as we extend to the end
of the electrode; thus, we have to have multiple transducer elements to properly represent
the strain across the structure. The code for modeling the zipping mechanisms was drawn
from a paper that focused on the modeling of zip mechanisms [14]. From these models, we
will discuss the advantages of the sliding mechanism over the zipping mechanism.

Figure 14. The geometry of the structural BEAM189 element with the three nodes ‘I’, ’J’, and ‘K’ [13].
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Figure 15. The geometry of the hydrostatic HSFLD241 element with the surface nodes ‘I’ and ‘J’, as
well as the pressure node ‘L’ [13].

Figure 16. The configuration of a TRANS126 element [13].

2.4. Tangential and Normal Force Analysis
We also performed a mathematical analysis of the normal and tangential forces, using
equations that consist of electrostatic forces which are normal and tangential to the electric
field [7], from MEMS (Micro-Electromechanical Systems) theory, and applying it to HASEL
actuators. With this, we analyzed the mathematical force-strain performance of each of
the mechanisms and discussed the advantages and the disadvantages of the normal force,
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associated with the parallel and the zipping mechanism, and tangential forces, associated
with the sliding mechanism.
Equation (9) provides the relationship between primary electrostatic force Fe and the
secondary hydraulic force Fh . Much like in the field of power and machines [15], the inputs
and the outputs are determined based on the relative losses in the system, which, in this
case, is the elastic recovery force Fk [7].
Fh = Fe + Fk

(9)

The electrostatic forces can be expressed in their vector components Fex and Fey from
Equations (10) and (11) [7], which are the forces normal to electric field and tangent to the
field, respectively.
∂E(y)
zεV 2
x
Fex = FNormal = −
(10)
=
× 2.
∂y
2
y
And,
Fey = FTangent = −

∂E( x )
zεV 2
1
=
× .
∂x
2
y

(11)

Depending on whether the electrostatic mechanism leverages the normal forces or
the tangential forces, the primary force of the actuator can be completely driven by one
direction or both force components. To determine how these forces compare, we plotted
force with respect to changes in ‘y’ and ‘x’, depicted in Figure 17. In addition, assume that
signs of the forces (− and +) are representing the force of the direction towards the center
of the electrodes.

Figure 17. A depiction of the parallel plate relative the XYZ coordinate system.

3. Result and Discussion
3.1. Mathematical Analysis-Tangential and Normal Force Analysis
If we analyze the change in forces with respect to the change in the crossover of
electrodes denoted as ‘x’, we can assume that we are analyzing a system that is being
driven by tangential forces since they move along this axis. Here, we can see that the
normal forces in Figure 18a are increasing linearly with respect to increases in x which pull
towards the y direction. However, since y is stationary, held constant by a thin filament,
we assume that these are contact forces that will increase the fictional forces in the driving
‘x’ direction. These forces will need to be canceled or minimized by designing rigid comb
structures, such as in Figure 5, as they start to exceed the tangential driving forces. Now,
looking at the tangential driving forces as the ‘crossover’ of electrodes increases, we can see
that they remain at a constant value no matter how much they actuate (Figure 18b). This
means that we can accurately control the force we apply to the system by simply increasing
the voltage.
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Figure 18. (Above) (a) Graph of the Electrostatic normal force with respect to changes in electrode crossover. (b) Graph of
the Electrostatic tangent force with respect to changes in electrode crossover

Now, looking at the forces with respect to the change in the distance between electrodes
‘y’, we can assume that the normal forces are the driving forces in this case, as it is along
the same axis of displacement. The normal forces, in Figure 19a, are extremely small;
however, as the electrodes approach each other there is an inflection point, such as on an
exponential scale, where the forces tend towards infinity. Thus, these forces can be very
strong, though they will not actuate long distances due to the rapid dissipation at distance,
which is where the zipping mechanism overcomes this issue by always having a portion
of the electrode close together. This, however, also shows that, once these forces reach
the inflection point, the system will become unbound, and the electrode rapid ‘pull in’ to
full actuation, meaning that there is no control of how much actuator (as well as zipping)
will occur. The tangent forces in Figure 19b seem to operate much the same as the normal
forces, however, since the center of the electrodes are often aligned, in the normal driven
designs, these forces are usually canceled out.

Figure 19. (Above) (a) Graph of the Electrostatic normal force with respect to changes in distance between the electrodes (b)
graph of the Electrostatic tangent force with respect to changes in distance between the electrodes.

From our mathematical analysis, we were able to determine that, by driving our
actuator with normal forces, we can get much higher forces; however, the force cannot be
applied at a distance. As well as this, there is no control of the displacement once it passes
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the ‘pull-in’ transition position. With tangential driven actuators, we have demonstrated
that the potential applied force will generally be lower than the normal forces to keep the
frictional forces caused by the normal forces from opposing the actuator. However, we
can achieve a much higher strain, as the force is a constant no matter how much or little
the crossover of the electrodes are, as well, because of the constant force, so we have easy
control over the actuation distances (or strain) because the only other independent variable
is the voltage.
3.2. FEM Analysis
To perform our analysis of the HASEL actuators, we will be comparing the zipping
mechanism with the sliding mechanism, as one represents a normal force driven system
(the zipping mechanism), and the other represents a tangent force driven system (the
sliding mechanism). We were able to model the geometry of the structural elements, the
light blue elements in Figure 20a,b outlining the structure of the HASEL pouch, and the
transducer elements (non-structural) that represent the electrostatic forces, the red elements
in Figure 20a,b, with the properties of BOPP film and mineral oil shown in Table 2. The
sliding mechanism model in Figure 20a has one transducer element (TRANS126) that
represents the capacitance between the integrated electrodes and produces a force which
displacements the pouch based on the voltage difference between nodes ‘i’ and ‘j’, as
shown in Figure 16. With this TRANS126 element, we can also set the maximum amount
of displacement the nodes of the element can achieve before the electrodes have contacted
each other. Thus, there is no need to model the electrode structurally at all as it is fully
represented with the one TRANS126 element (see Figure 20a). The zipping mechanism, on
the other hand, in Figure 20b, requires an array of transducer elements as its capacitance
varies as the distance between the electrodes varies. The hydrostatic element HSFLD241 can
be seen in Figure 20c,d, shown in purple. For the zipping mechanism in Figure 20b,d, we
can see that the curved geometry of the pouch has been straightened where the transducer
elements are located so that we can reduce the bending required of beam elements before
contact between electrodes has been made so that the model can converge easier, the
voltage was also varied across the electrode to avoid penetration due to excessive forces.
For our analysis, we assumed that a free strain load (zero opposing forces) is attached to
the end node on the right of the image shown in Figure 20a,b, which we will refer to as the
load node.
With the post-FEM analysis displacement overlapped over the pre-strain in Figure 21,
we can observe that the sliding mechanism has a higher displacement then the zipping
mechanism in terms of where the assumed load would be attached at the end of the pouch
shown in Figure 20a,b. The zipping mechanism seems to have a lot of displacement in
areas that are not at the region where the load is. To see where this displacement has been
distributed throughout the pouch, we can analyze the following contour displacement plot
of our FEM analyze.
The first contour plot in Figure 22 shows the ‘x’ component of the displacement
(which is from right to left) throughout the pouch structure. For the sliding mechanism
in Figure 22a, the highest negative displacement was −3964.96 µm, shown in dark blue,
and the highest positive displacement was 0 µm, shown in red. As we can see, the
primary electrostatic displacement, and all the strain produced by the TRANS126 element,
is contracting in the same direction as the secondary hydrostatic strain. This clearly
demonstrates the importance of a good coupling between the primary electrostatic forces
and the secondary hydraulic forces as, firstly, the highest displacement is at the load point
node; secondly, there is zero strain going in the direction opposite the displacement at
the load; and, thirdly, there is a uniform transmission of hydrostatic force throughout the
structure from the highest to lowest displacements. With the displacement at the load node
and the initial chord length of the arc, which is 23178 µm, we can calculate the strain to be
−17.11%, where the negative sign demonstrates contraction.
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Figure 20. (Above) (a) Pouch geometry for the sliding mechanism with the structural element BEAM189 represented by
the light blue elements, and the transducer element TRAN126 represented by the red elements. (b) Pouch geometry for
the zipping mechanism with the structural element BEAM189 represented by the light blue elements, and the transducer
element TRAN126 represented by the red elements. (c) The hydrostatic elements of sliding mechanism which is attached
to the BEAM189 element; (d) the hydrostatic elements of the zipping mechanism with the straight structure where the
TRANS126 elements would be attached.

Figure 21. (Above) (a) Sliding mechanism post-FEM analysis displacement, with the hydrostatic element HSFLD241
represented by the purple area, overlapped with the pre-FEM analysis model, where the electrostatic element TRANS126
is represented by the white dotted line through the middle of the pouch. (b) Zipping mechanism post-FEM analysis
displacement, with the hydrostatic element HSFLD241 by the purple area, overlapped with the pre-FEM analysis model,
where the electrostatic element TRANS126 is represented by the white dotted lines along the left side of the pouch.
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Figure 22. (Above) (a) Sliding mechanism post-FEM analysis contour plot of the displacement of the structure ‘x’ direction
from the highest displacement in the positive direction (in red) and the highest displacement in the negative direction
(displayed in µm). (b) Zipping mechanism post FEM analysis contour plot of the displacement of the structure ‘x’ direction
from the highest displacement in the positive direction (in red) and the highest displacement in the negative direction
(displayed in µm).

With the zipping mechanism in Figure 22b, we can see that the highest negative
displacement is −1292.7 µm, shown in dark blue, which is located at the node where our
assumed load is attached, and the highest positive displacement is 1482.96 µm, shown
in red, which is located at the center pressure node (the ‘L’ node in Figure 15) at the
center of the HSFLD241 elements. There is also a third nodal displacement to consider,
which is the pair of nodes at the end of the array of transducer elements at the end of
the electrode, which has a nodal displacement of 280.903 µm. This node is important to
consider because it is the node where the effect primary electrostatic force is most evident.
If we observe the displacement, in Figure 22b, between these end transducer nodes and the
center pressure node, as well as the area surrounding these nodes, all the displacement is
in the positive direction (where positive displacement is shown in the contour color band
from the light green region to the red region). From this, we can assume that there is a
positive primary electrostatic force producing a secondary hydraulic force that is extending
the actuator between the transducer nodes and the pressure node. On the other hand, there
is a negative displacement at the exterior of the pouch, which reaches it maximum negative
displacement at the load node (where negative displacement is shown in the contour color
band from the aqua region to the dark blue region). We can assume that this is due to
the positive hydraulic force no longer being able to push the incompressible fluid in the
enclosed structure, to the end of the load, and the fluid must push to the top and bottom of
the non-stretchable pouch, resulting in a net negative displacement between the pressure
node and the load node. We can assume that this is the negative secondary hydraulic force
that is contracting the actuator in the opposite direction of the primary electrostatic force.
This clearly demonstrates the effect of poor coupling between the primary electrostatic and
secondary hydraulic forces as, on the one hand, we have a strain of 6.40% expansion in
the region where primary and secondary forces are in the same direction, between the end
transducer nodes and the pressure node, and we also have a strain of −5.58% contraction
where the primary and secondary forces oppose one another, between the pressure node
and the load node, reducing the net force and strain transmitted to the load by the primary
electrostatic load applied.
Analyzing the FEM contour plot in the ‘y’ direction shows us the displacement of the
actuator in direction orthogonal to the load. The sliding mechanism in Figure 23a has its
highest positive displacement of 472.4 µm (shown in red), which is approximately the same
as the highest negative displacement of −453.164 µm (shown in dark blue). Much like the ‘x’
contour displacement, even though the displacements are in the opposite direction, they are
both pushing away; hence, both of the secondary hydrostatic forces are producing a strain
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that extends the pouch in the ‘y’ plain, thus demonstrating a good coupling of primary and
secondary forces. The final strain is a 11.5% expansion, where the initial length was 8048 µm.
With the zipping mechanism in Figure 23b, the displacement seems to be separated into
two sites where the displacement occurs. The primary electrostatic contraction site opposes
the secondary hydraulic expansion, though, once again, the hydrostatic contraction around
the electrode, ±2468.08 µm, is much higher than the hydrostatic expansion at the top and
bottom of the pouch, ±1606.31 µm (where ± is the displacement at the top and bottom
electrodes and pouch region). Though this is much higher than the displacement of the
sliding mechanism, the fact that the contraction associated with contraction, −61.33%, site
is much higher then the expansion site, 39.91%, that the load is often attached to (like with
the donut, the dimple, and quadrant HASEL actuator, if you can image this geometry
revolved about the electrode), we can see that coupling of primary and secondary forces
can be improved upon.

Figure 23. (Above) (a) Sliding mechanism post FEM analysis contour plot of the displacement of the structure ‘y’ direction
from the highest displacement in the positive direction (in red) and the highest displacement in the negative direction
(displayed in µm). (b) Zipping mechanism post FEM analysis contour plot of the displacement of the structure ‘y’ direction
from the highest displacement in the positive direction (in red) and the highest displacement in the negative direction
(displayed in um).

When we look at the absolute sum of all the displacement, we can see that all the
displacement in the sliding mechanism is at the free strain load in Figure 24a with the
maximum displacement being 3964.64 µm. This is as opposed to the zipping mechanism,
which has the maximum displacement being 2484.36 µm at the end of the electrode, and
displacement at the load was only 1292.7 µm, half the maximum displacement of the
pouch. This once again highlights the main issue with the zipping design and its external
compartmentalized design.

Figure 24. (Above) (a) Sliding mechanism post FEM analysis contour plot of the sum of displacements from the highest
absolute displacement (in red) to the lowest displacement in the negative direction (displayed in um). (b) Zipping
mechanism post FEM analysis contour plot of the sum of displacements from the highest absolute displacement (in red) to
the lowest displacement in the negative direction (displayed in um).
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4. Conclusions
With this paper, we propose a new mechanism, known as the sliding mechanism,
inspired by the structure of biological muscle fibers on a microscopic scale. The sliding
mechanism, with its integrated electrohydraulic design, has been shown to theoretically
outperform the current parallel plate mechanism and zip mechanism. We predict high
force-strain characteristics due to the leveraging of tangential force produced by the electrodes. The sliding mechanism has also introduced as a new electrohydraulic principle,
which allows us to bypass restrictions of current designs pertaining to the electrode length
and fluid mechanics of an enclosed surface by using integrated geometries, as well as
the coupling of primary electrostatic and secondary hydraulic force-strain to eliminate
perpendicular forces that diminish hydraulic transmission to the load. We have also determined a new method cascading force-strain output, known as striation, which was, again,
inspired by the structure of biological muscle fibers on a microscopic scale. The theory has
demonstrated with mathematical analysis, as well as a FEM analysis, of the sliding and
the zipping mechanism. Future research in this field will be related to implementing this
mechanism by developing fabrication methods and providing an affordable supply source
that meets the requirements of our sliding mechanism design.
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